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Abstract
We discuss the equivalence of the standard covariant expressions and light-front expressions
of the three fundamental one loop Feynman diagrams of Quantum Electrodynamics viz. vertex
correction, fermion self-energy and vacuum polarization in the light-front gauge obtained using
time-ordered Hamiltonian perturbation theory. Although this issue has been addressed by us and
others previously, our emphasis in this article is to resolve any ambiguity regarding the correct
form of the gauge boson propagator to be used in the light-front gauge. We show how integrating
over the light-front energy consistently in the covariant expression of each of the three one loop
corrections leads to the propagating as well as the instantaneous diagrams of the light-front theory.
In doing so, we re-establish the necessity of using the doubly transverse gauge boson propagator.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent past, the issue of equivalence of the covariant theory and light-front time-
ordered Hamiltonian perturbation theory (LFTOPT) has attracted a lot of attention [1–6].
Issue of equivalence in theories involving scalars and spin-1
2
particles has been discussed in
Ref.[2] whereas Refs.[3, 4] and [5] deal with equivalence in Yukawa theory and Ref.[6] has
considered equivalence in QED in (1+1) dimensions. The equivalence of light-front QED
(LFQED) in light-front (LF) gauge and conventional QED in Coulomb gauge has been
addressed in Ref.[7] within the framework of Feynman-Dyson-Schwinger theory.
The recent interest in this topic is related to the issue of renormalization of LF theories
[8, 9]. In light-front calculations, one uses Hamiltonian perturbation theory and starting
with the LF Hamiltonian P−, uses the Heitler method of old fashioned perturbation theory
to arrive at the expressions for one loop graphs in LFQED [8, 10]. An alternative method
to arrive at these expressions would be to integrate over light-front energy k− in covari-
ant expressions. This work primarily deals with the latter method to address the issue of
equivalence of light-front field theory and covariant theory at the level of one loop Feynman
diagrams in QED.
Equivalence of one loop QED was discussed in detail by one of us in Ref.[11], where it
was shown that the one loop LF expressions of fermion self energy, vacuum polarization
and vertex correction can be obtained by integrating over k− in the corresponding covariant
expressions. An important issue in this proof of equivalence was that of the form of the
gauge boson propagator in light-front gauge, which has been a topic of keen interest in
literature [12–18]. There is a simple and standard gauge boson propagator commonly used
in LF literature in which two terms appear [19]. One loop renormalization of LFQED in LF
gauge was discussed extensively in Ref.[8] using this gauge boson propagator of the form
dαβ(k) = −gαβ + δα+kβ + δβ+kα
k+
(1)
which we shall refer to as the “two-term propagator” in this work. A method of arriving at
this gauge propagator without using the Cauchy Principal Value prescription to deal with
the pole in the propagator was developed using the gauge choice A+ = 0 in Ref.[20] for
QED and in Ref.[21] for Yang-Mills theory. Srivastava and Brodsky, while discussing the
LF quantization of Hamiltonian QCD in detail, constructed S-matrix expansion in LF- time
ordered products [22]. These authors showed that the free field gauge boson propagator is
2
transverse with respect to both its 4-momentum and the gauge condition and should have
the form
d′αβ(k) = −gαβ +
δα+kβ + δβ+kα
k+
− δα+δβ+k
2
(k+)2
(2)
We will refer to this doubly transverse gauge boson propagator as the “three-term propaga-
tor” and it has been used in Refs.[7, 12–14, 23, 24]. Using a causal approach, it was shown in
Ref.[25] that the three-term propagator can be arrived at without making use of any specific
prescription to handle the poles and vacuum polarization was calculated by this approach
in Ref.[26].
The third term in this propagator is traditionally dropped on the grounds that it is exactly
cancelled by the “instantaneous” term in the interaction Hamiltonian on the light-front [15].
Suzuki and Sales obtained, at the classical level, the gauge conditions that can lead to
the three-term gauge boson propagator [15]. The third term in the propagator, called the
“contact term” is usually dropped in the calculations with the justification that these terms
are unphysical and do not propagate any information. However, the physical significance of
these terms has subsequently been stressed [14]. It was shown in Ref.[14] using the method
of Lagrange’s multiplier consistently that the correct form of the gauge boson propagator
necessarily has the third, contact term. The importance of this term in renormalization was
also stressed by the authors. The equivalence of the manifestly covariant photon propagator
to the sum of contributions from the transverse and longitudinal polarization of the virtual
photon has been explicitly shown in Ref.[16].
In our previous work on equivalence of LF and covariant QED, we had shown that the
contact term has to be necessarily included in the expression for photon propagator for
establishing equivalence at one loop level [11]. Subsequently, it was erroneously pointed out
by the authors of Ref.[17] that the equivalence can be achieved using our method only by
using the two-term propagator. These authors also pointed out correctly that our calculation
for one loop vertex correction was only for the + component of Λµ.
In this work, we generalize our previous calculation and establish equivalence for a general
component Λµ. We also revisit the proof of equivalence for the self energy diagram and
reiterate why the three-term propagator is the correct propagator to be used and what is
the lacunae in the proof presented by Mantovani et al.. In the end, for completeness, we
present briefly the proof of equivalence for one loop vacuum polarization expression also
although this does not depend on the form of the photon propagator.
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we derive the vertex correction contri-
butions of the instantaneous fermion diagrams in light-front QED that were not considered
in our previous work [11] because of their matrix structure, but were briefly discussed in
Ref.[18]. We establish the equivalence between the two formulations by performing the k−-
integration in the covariant expression for a general component Λµ of the one loop vertex
correction. The role of the three-term gauge propagator to achieve equivalence is explained
here. In Section III, we discuss the equivalence of fermion self-energy diagrams and again
emphasize on the critical role played by the photon propagator. For the sake of complete-
ness, Section IV deals with the equivalence of the remaining one loop diagram viz. vacuum
polarization on similar lines as in the previous two sections. The method of dealing correctly
with the pole at infinity is emphasized here as was initially shown in Ref.[11]. In Section V,
we comment on the form of gauge boson propagator pointing out some of the inconsistencies
in Ref.[17] and explain why their methods and proofs of equivalence, although same as our
methods in Ref.[11], lead to erroneous conclusion that the contact term is not needed for
establishing equivalence. We then summarize our conclusions in the last section. Appendix
A contains the conventions and some basic formulae and Appendix B contains details of the
calculations presented in Section II.
II. VERTEX CORRECTION
In this section, we present the proof of equivalence for the one loop vertex correction.
In Ref.[11], we established the equivalence of covariant and LF expressions for Λ+ i.e. the
+ component of the one loop vertex correction Λµ. Here, we present a more general proof
valid for all components of Λµ. In Section II.A, we evaluate the one loop vertex correction
using LFTOPT and in Section II.B, we show how these expressions can be obtained from
covariant expressions by integration over the LF energy k−.
A. One Loop Vertex Correction using LFTOPT
One loop renomalization of LFQED has been discussed in detail in Ref.[8], where the
authors have enlisted all the one loop diagrams contributing to Λµ. We have presented, in
Figs.1 and 2, all the connected diagrams that contribute to the process [8, 11]. The rest of
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FIG. 1: “Regular” and instantaneous photon diagrams
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FIG. 2: Instantaneous fermion diagrams
the diagrams for vertex correction given in Ref.[8] are corrections to external legs and hence
can be absorbed in renormalization constants i.e. the only diagrams relevant to us are those
given in Figs.1 and 2. Figs.1(a) and (b), which we call the regular diagrams, contain only the
standard QED vertex and the diagram in Fig.1(c) contains the instantaneous photon vertex
as well. These three have been evaluated for the + component in Ref.[8] using LFTOPT.
Diagrams in Fig.2 contain the instantaneous fermion vertex and were not evaluated by
Mustaki et al and by us [11] as these two do not contribute to Λ+ and both the works
discussed the evaluation and equivalence of the + component only.
Contributions of the regular diagrams in Fig.1(a) and 1(b) are given by
Λµ(a) =λ
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+−q+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γα(k/′′ +m)γµ(k/′ +m)γβdαβ(k)
(p− − k− − k′−)(p− − q− − k− − k′′−) (3)
5
and
Λµ(b) =− λ
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
p+−q+
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γα(k/′′ +m)γµ(k/′ +m)γβdαβ(k)
(p− − k− − k′−)(p− − p′− − k′− + k′′−) (4)
respectively, whereas the correction due to the instantaneous photon exchange diagram in
Fig.1(c) is [8, 11]
Λµ(c) =2λ
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
p+−q+
dk+
(k+)2k′+k′′+
γ+(k/′′ +m)γµ(k/′ +m)γ+
(p− − p′− − k′− + k′′−) (5)
where λ−1 = (2π)3/2
√
2p+
√
2p′+
√
2q+. As mentioned earlier, the diagrams in Fig.2 have not
been evaluated earlier and hence we present the calculation of these in detail below.
In perturbation theory, the transition amplitude has the expansion
T = V + V
1
p− −H0V + ... (6)
For the diagram of Fig.2(a), the transition amplitude upto order e3 is
T
2(a)
p,p′,q = e
3u¯p′,s′Λ
µ
(2a)up,sǫ
λ˜
k(q)δ
3[p− (p′ + q)]θ(p+)θ(p+ − q+)
whereas for the diagram of Fig.2(b), it is
T
2(b)
p,p′,q = e
3u¯p′,s′Λ
µ
(2b)up,sǫ
λ˜
j (q)δ
3[p− (p′ + q)]θ(q+)θ(p+ − q+).
The transition amplitudes due to the instantaneous fermion exchange diagrams are obtained,
following the standard procedure, by inserting complete sets of states which leads to the
following expressions:
T
2(a)
p,p′,q =
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1 1
p− −H0V2
∣∣∣p, s〉
=
∫
d3k′′d3kd3k′′1d
3k1θ(k
′′+)θ(k+)θ(k′′+1 )θ(k
+
1 )
∑
σ′′,λ,σ′′
1
,λ1
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉
〈
k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣ 1
p− −H0
∣∣∣k′′1 , σ′′1 ; k1, λ1; q, λ˜
〉 〈
k′′1 , σ
′′
1 ; k1, λ1; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣p, s〉
=
∫
d3k′′d3kθ(k′′+)θ(k+)
p− − k′′− − k− − q−
∑
σ′′,λ
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉 〈k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣p, s〉
for the diagram in Fig.2(a) and
T
2(b)
p,p′,q =
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2 1
p− −H0V1
∣∣∣p, s〉
=
∫
d3k′′d3kd3k′′1d
3k1θ(k
′′+)θ(k+)θ(k′′+1 )θ(k
+
1 )
∑
σ′′,λ,σ′′
1
,λ1
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ〉
〈k′′, σ′′; k, λ| 1
p− −H0 |k
′′
1 , σ
′′
1 ; k1, λ1〉 〈k′′1 , σ′′1 ; k1, λ1|V1|p, s〉
=
∫
d3k′′d3kθ(k′′+)θ(k+)
p− − k′′− − k−
∑
σ′′,λ
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ〉 〈k′′, σ′′; k, λ|V1|p, s〉
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for the diagram in Fig.2(b), where d3k = dk+d2k⊥. Calculating each of these matrix elements
by substituting the appropriate term of the interaction Hamiltonian and expanding the
fields in their Fourier components, one obtains the following expressions for the transition
amplitudes
T
2(a)
p,p′,q =e
3u¯p′,s′
[
λ
∫
d3kθ(k+)θ(p′+ − k+)
(4π)3k+k′′+(p+ − k+)
γα(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γjdαj(k)
(p− − k′′− − k− − q−)
]
up,sǫ
λ˜
k(q)δ
3[p− (p′ + q)]θ(p+)θ(p+ − q+)
(7)
and
T
2(b)
p,p′,q =e
3u¯p′,s′
[
λ
∫
d3kθ(k+)θ(p+ − k+)
(4π)3k+k′+(p+ − k+ − q+)
γkγ+γj(k/′ +m)γβdkβ(k)
(p− − k′− − k−)
]
up,sǫ
λ˜
j (q)δ
3[p− (p′ + q)]θ(q+)θ(p+ − q+)
(8)
respectively for the two diagrams. Using Eq.(B4), we obtain
T
2(a)
p,p′,q =e
3u¯p′,s′
[
λ
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p′+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γα(k/′′ +m)γµγ+γβdαβ(k)
(p′− − k− − k′′−)
]
up,sǫ
λ˜
µ(q)δ
3[p− (p′ + q)]θ(p+)θ(p+ − q+)
(9)
and hence,
Λµ(2a) =λ
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p′+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γα(k/′′ +m)γµγ+γβdαβ(k)
(p′− − k− − k′′−) (10)
In a similar fashion, using Eq.(B5), we obtain
T
2(b)
p,p′,q =e
3u¯p′,s′
[
λ
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γαγ+γµ(k/′ +m)γβdαβ(k)
(p− − k− − k′−)
]
up,sǫ
λ˜
µ(q)δ
3[p− (p′ + q)]θ(p+)θ(p+ − q+)
(11)
and hence,
Λµ(2b) =λ
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γαγ+γµ(k/′ +m)γβdαβ(k)
(p− − k− − k′−) (12)
B. Equivalence of Covariant and Light-Front Expressions of one loop Vertex Cor-
rection
The standard covariant expression for vertex correction in the light-front gauge comes
from Fig.1(a) which is the only diagram that contributes to Λµ in covariant theory. It is
7
given by
Λµ(p, p′, q) = ie3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γα(p/′ − k/ +m)γµ(p/− k/ +m)γβd′αβ(k)
[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][(p′ − k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ] (13)
where we have used the three-term photon propagator
d′αβ(k) =dαβ(k)−
δα+δβ+k
2
(k+)2
=− gαβ + δα+kβ + δβ+kα
k+
− δα+δβ+k
2
(k+)2
In Ref.[8], the two-term propagator dαβ(k)/k
2 has been used which can be justified in
LFQED as all the particles in LFFT are on-shell which reduces the three-term propagator
to the two-term propagator only. Thus, a massless photon, for which k2 = 0, renders the
third term in d′αβ(k) unnecessary. However, in a covariant theory, the correct form of the
gauge propagator to be used should be d′αβ(k)/k
2 as will be shown in this work.
In order to show that this standard covariant expression for vertex correction is equivalent
to the expressions calculated in the light-front time-ordered perturbation theory for Figs.1
and 2, we split the fermion momenta into on-shell and off-shell parts as follows:
p/− k/ =γ+(p− − k−) + γ−(p+ − k+) + γ⊥(p⊥ − k⊥)
=γ+
[
(p⊥ − k⊥)2 +m2
2(p+ − k+)
]
+ γ−(p+ − k+) + γ⊥(p⊥ − k⊥) + γ+
[
(p− − k−)−
[
(p⊥ − k⊥)2 +m2
2(p+ − k+)
]]
=k/′on +
γ+[(p− k)2 −m2]
2(p+ − k+)
(14)
and similarly,
p/′ − k/ = k/′′on +
γ+[(p′ − k)2 −m2]
2(p′+ − k+) (15)
Using Eqs.(14) and (15), Eq.(13) becomes
Λµ(p, p′, q) =ie3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
βd′αβ(k)
[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][(p′ − k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ]
+ie3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µγ+γβd′αβ(k)
2(p+ − k+)[(p′ − k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ]
+ie3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γαγ+γµ(k/′on +m)γ
βd′αβ(k)
2(p′+ − k+)[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ]
+ie3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γαγ+γµγ+γβd′αβ(k)
2(p+ − k+)2(p′+ − k+)[k2 − µ2 + iǫ]
(16)
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The last integral in the above equation does not contribute to the transition amplitude
Tp,p′,q = u¯p,s′Λ
µ
p,p′,qup,sǫ
λ˜
µ(q) as can be seen using ǫ
λ˜
− = 0, (γ
+)2 = 0 and the anticommutation
relations of γ-matrices. The identity (γ+)2 = 0 also leads to the fact that the third term of
the photon propagator viz. − δα+δβ+k2
(k+)2
provides null contributions to the second and third
integrals of the above equation. Hence, Eq.(16) reduces to
Λµp,p′,q = Λ
µ
1p,p′,q
+ Λµ2p,p′,q + Λ
µ
3p,p′,q
+ Λµ4p,p′,q (17)
where
Λµ1p,p′,q = ie
3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
βdαβ(k)
[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][(p′ − k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ] , (18)
Λµ2p,p′,q = −ie3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γ+(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
+
(k+)2[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][(p′ − k)2 −m2 + iǫ] , (19)
Λµ3p,p′,q = ie
3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µγ+γβdαβ(k)
2(p+ − k+)[(p′ − k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ] , (20)
Λµ4p,p′,q = ie
3
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γαγ+γµ(k/′on +m)γ
βdαβ(k)
2(p′+ − k+)[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ] (21)
In the following, we shall demonstrate, by performing integration over the k− component in
each of the Λµip,p′,qs, that these are equivalent to the expressions obtained for Fig.1 and Fig.2
using LFTOPT in Section II.A. Eq.(18) can be rewritten as
Λµ1p,p′,q = ie
3
∫
d2k⊥dk+
(2π)4
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
βdαβ(k)
2k+2(p+ − k+)2(p′+ − k+) I1
where
I1 =
∫
dk−[
k− −
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]][
p− − k− −
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]][
p′− − k− −
[
(p′
⊥
−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
]]
which has poles at k−1 =
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
, k−2 = p
− − (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+) and k
−
3 = p
′− − (p′⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
For k+ < 0, all three poles lie above the real axis. Thus, closing the contour in the
lower half-plane, the integral vanishes. Similarly, for k+ > p+, since all three poles lie
below the real axis, the integral vanishes on closing the contour in the upper half-plane. For
0 < k+ < p′+, we close the contour below the real axis. k−2 and k
−
3 do not contribute as they
fall outside the contour. The only contribution to I1 for 0 < k
+ < p′+ comes from pole at
k−1 and using the residue theorem one obtains
I1 =
−2πi[
p− −
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]
−
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]][
p′− −
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]
−
[
(p′
⊥
−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
]]
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when 0 < k+ < p′+.
In the case where p′+ < k+ < p+, only k−2 contributes to I1 on closing the contour above the
real axis since k−1 and k
−
3 lie below the real axis. This contribution is equal to
I1 =
−2πi[
p− −
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]
−
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]][
p′− − p− +
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]
−
[
(p′
⊥
−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
]]
when p′+ < k+ < p+.
Thus,
Λµ1p,p′,q =e
3
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p′+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
βdαβ(k)
(p− − k−on − k′−on)(p− − q− − k−on − k′′−on )
−e3
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
p′+
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
βdαβ(k)
(p− − k−on − k′−on)(p− − p′− − k′−on + k′′−on )
(22)
Next, we consider Eq.(19), which can be written as
Λµ2p,p′,q = −ie3
∫
d2k⊥dk+
(2π)4
γ+(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
+
(k+)22(p+ − k+)2(p′+ − k+) I2
where
I2 =
∫
dk−[
p− − k− −
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]][
p′− − k− −
[
(p′
⊥
−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
]] .
I2 has a pole at k
−
1 = p
− − (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+) and at k
−
2 = p
′− − (p′⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+) . For k
+ < p′+,
both the poles lie above the real axis and the integral vanishes on closing the contour below
it whereas for k+ > p+, they lie below the real axis and hence the integral goes to zero when
the contour is closed above. For p+ > k+ > p′+, we close the contour below the real axis.
Thus, the only contribution to I2 comes from the residue at k
−
2 and is equal to
I2 =
2πi[
p− − p′− −
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]
+
[
(p′
⊥
−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
]]
Thus,
Λµ2p,p′,q = 2e
3
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
p′+
dk+
(k+)2k′+k′′+
γ+(k/′′on +m)γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
+
(p− − p′− − k′−on + k′′−on )
(23)
Similarly, Eq.(20) can be written as
Λµ3p,p′,q = ie
3
∫
d2k⊥dk+
(2π)4
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µγ+γβdαβ(k)
2k+2(p+ − k+)2(p′+ − k+) I3
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where
I3 =
∫
dk−[
k− −
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]][
p′− − k− −
[
(p′
⊥
−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
]]
which has poles at k−1 =
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
and at k−2 = p
′− − (p′⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+) . For k
+ < 0, both k−1
and k−2 lie above while for k
+ > p′+, both lie below the real axis. Hence, I3 = 0 for these
ranges of k+. Thus, I3 is non-zero only for 0 < k
+ < p′+ and is equal to, on closing the
contour below the real axis, the residue calculated at the pole k−1 since this pole lies within
the contour and the other pole lies outside of it. Hence,
I3 =
−2πi[
p′− −
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]
−
[
(p′
⊥
−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p′+−k+)
]]
Therefore,
Λµ3p,p′,q = e
3
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p′+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γα(k/′′on +m)γ
µγ+γβdαβ(k)
(p′− − k−on − k′′−on )
(24)
Finally, we consider Eq.(21)
Λµ4p,p′,q = ie
3
∫
d2k⊥dk+
(2π)4
γαγ+γµ(k/′on +m)γ
βdαβ(k)
2k+2(p+ − k+)2(p′+ − k+) I4
where
I4 =
∫
dk−[
k− −
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]][
p− − k− −
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]]
which has poles at k−1 =
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
and at k−2 = p
− − (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+) . Same arguments as for
I3 follow with p
′ replaced by p. Hence,
I4 =
−2πi[
p− −
[
k2
⊥
+µ2−iǫ
2k+
]
−
[
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
]]
leading to
Λµ4p,p′,q = e
3
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
0
dk+
k+k′+k′′+
γαγ+γµ(k/′on +m)γ
βdαβ(k)
(p− − k−on − k′−on)
(25)
Upto the normalization factor λ given by λ−1 = (2π)3/2
√
2p+
√
2p′+
√
2q+, Eqns.(23), (24)
and (25) are the same as Eqns.(5), (10) and (12) respectively while Eqns.(3) and (4) combined
together lead to Eq.(22). The following inferences can be drawn from these equalities:
(i) The on-shell part of the fermion propagator when considered with the two-term photon
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propagator in the covariant theory corresponds to the regular vertex correction diagrams in
LFTOPT.
(ii) The third term of the photon propagator in the covariant approach is the one that is
responsible for generating the instantaneous photon diagram in LFTOPT and hence becomes
a necessity in order to prove an equivalence between the two approaches.
(iii) The instantaneous fermion diagrams in LFTOPT arise from the off-shell part of fermion
propagator.
(iv) No contribution to vertex correction is received when we consider the off-shell parts of
both propagators.
III. FERMION SELF-ENERGY
The discussion in this section and the next is mainly a recap of Ref.[11]. The calculation of
fermion self-energy in the light-front time-ordered perturbation theory consists of, in addition
to the “regular” diagram, an instantaneous fermion diagram and a pair of instantaneous
photon diagrams which are given in Fig.3.
p, s
k′, σ′
k, λ
p′, s′
(a)
p, s
p′, s′
k, λ
(b)
p, s
p′, s′
p, s
p′, s′
k′, σ′
k′, σ′
(c)
FIG. 3: “Regular” and instantaneous self-energy diagrams
The expressions for these diagrams are [8]:
u¯p′,s′Σ1up,s =
e2
m
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
0
dk+
k+(p+ − k+)
u¯p,s′γ
µ(k/′ +m)γνup,sdµν(k)
p− − k− − k′− (26)
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for the regular diagram,
u¯p′,s′Σ2up,s =
e2p+δss′
2m
∫
d2k⊥
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
dk+
k+(p+ − k+) (27)
for the instantaneous fermion diagram, and
u¯p′,s′Σ3up,s =
e2p+δss′
2m
∫
d2k⊥
(2π)3
[ ∫ ∞
0
dk+
(p+ − k+)2 −
∫ ∞
0
dk+
(p+ + k+)2
]
(28)
for the diagrams involving instantaneous photons.
The standard covariant expression for fermion self-energy in the light-front gauge is
Σ(p) =
ie2
2m
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γµ(p/− k/ +m)γνd′µν(k)
[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ] (29)
where
d′αβ(k) =dαβ(k)−
δα+δβ+k
2
(k+)2
=− gαβ + δα+kβ + δβ+kα
k+
− δα+δβ+k
2
(k+)2
On splitting p/−k/ into on-shell and off-shell parts, i.e. p/−k/ = k/′on+ γ
+[(p−k)2−m2]
2(p+−k+) , Eq.(29)
splits up into
Σ(p) = Σ1(p) + Σ2(p)
where
Σ1(p) =
ie2
2m
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γµ(k/′on +m)γ
νdµν(k)
[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ]
− ie
2
2m
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γµ(k/′on +m)γ
νδµ+δν+k
2
[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ][k2 − µ2 + iǫ](k+)2
(30)
and
Σ2(p) =
ie2
2m
∫
d4k
(2π)4
γµγ+γνd′µν(k)
2(p+ − k+)[k2 − µ2 + iǫ] (31)
Σ2(p) on k
−-integration by the method of residues yields, using the identities
γαγµγβdαβ(k) =
2
k+
[γ+kµ + g+µk/],
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(γ+)2 = 0 and
u¯p,s′γ
µup,s = 2p
µδss′,
u¯p,s′Σ2(p)up,s =
e2p+δss′
2m
∫
d2k⊥
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
dk+
k+(p+ − k+) (32)
On the other hand, Σ1(p), on employing the same method, leads to the following two
equations:
u¯p,s′Σ
(a)
1 (p)up,s =
e2
m
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
0
dk+
k+(p+ − k+)
u¯p,s′γ
µ(k/′on +m)γ
νup,sdµν(k)
p− − k−on − k′−on
(33)
u¯ps′Σ
(b)
1 (p)ups =
e2p+δss′
2m
∫
d2k⊥
(2π)3
[ ∫ ∞
0
dk+
(p+ − k+)2 −
∫ ∞
0
dk+
(p+ + k+)2
]
(34)
We note that the equations (32), (33) and (34) are the same as Eqns.(27), (26) and (28)
respectively. Thus it can be concluded that
(i) the on-shell part of the fermion propagator in covariant theory when evaluated with the
two-term photon propagator is equivalent to the “regular” self-energy diagram of LFTOPT,
(ii) the instantaneous fermion diagram in LFTOPT corresponds to the off-shell part of the
fermion propagator in covariant theory,
(iii) the third term of the photon propagator in covariant theory i.e. − δα+δβ+k2
(k+)2
is responsible
for the generation of instantaneous photon diagrams in the time-ordered theory and hence
is necessary to prove equivalence between the two theories.
IV. VACUUM POLARIZATION
The three diagrams that contribute to vacuum polarization in LFTOPT are given in
Fig.4.
The expressions for these diagrams are [8]:
ǫλµ(p)Π
µν
1 ǫ
λ′
ν (p) = 2e
2
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
0
dk+
k+(p+ − k+)
Tr[ǫ/λ(p)(k/ +m)ǫ/λ
′
(p)(k/′ −m)]
p− − k− − k′− (35)
for the regular diagram, and
ǫλµ(p)Π
µν
2 ǫ
λ
ν(p) = e
2
∫
d2k⊥
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
dk+
[
1
p+ − k+ −
1
p+ + k+
]
(36)
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p, λ
p′, λ′
k, σ
k′, σ′
(a)
p, λ
k, σ
p′, λ′
p, λ
p′, λ′
k, σ
(b)
FIG. 4: “Regular” and instantaneous vacuum polarization diagrams
for the two instantaneous diagrams.
The standard covariant expression for vacuum polarization is given by
Πµν(p) = ie2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
Tr[γµ(k/ +m)γν(p/− k/−m)]
(k2 −m2 + iǫ)[(p− k)2 −m2 + iǫ] (37)
Employing similar procedure as in the previous section, we split k/ +m and p/ − k/ − m
in the above equation into on-shell and off-shell parts i.e. k/ + m = k/on + m +
γ+(k2−m2)
2k+
,
p/− k/−m = k/′on −m+ γ
+[(p−k)2−m2]
2(p+−k+) . Doing so, Eq.(37) becomes:
Πµν(p) = Πµν1 (p) + Π
µν
2 (p) + Π
µν
3 (p) + Π
µν
4 (p) (38)
where
Πµν1 (p) = ie
2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
Tr[γµ(k/on +m)γ
ν(k/′on −m)]
2k+ 2(p+ − k+)(k− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
)(
p− − k− − (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
) , (39)
Πµν2 (p) = ie
2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
Tr[γµ(k/on +m)γ
νγ+]
2k+ 2(p+ − k+)(k− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
) , (40)
Πµν3 (p) = ie
2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
Tr[γµγ+γν(k/′on −m)]
2k+ 2(p+ − k+)(p− − k− − (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
) , (41)
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Πµν4 (p) = ie
2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
Tr[γµγ+γνγ+]
2k+ 2(p+ − k+) (42)
On using the fact that ǫλ− = 0, the identity (γ
+)2 = 0, and the anticommutation of
γ-matrices, we can see that the contribution of Πµν4 (p) to the transition amplitude viz.
ǫλµΠ
µν
4 (p)ǫ
λ′
ν is null. In the case of Π
µν
3 (p), the k
−-integral has only one pole at k−1 = p
− −
(p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+) which lies above the real axis for k
+ < p+ and below the real axis for k+ > p+.
Hence, the contour can be chosen on the side opposite to that of the real line on which the
pole lies thus making the integral zero in either case. Hence, even ǫλµΠ
µν
3 (p)ǫ
λ′
ν does not
contribute to the transition amplitude. The k−-integral of Πµν1 (p)
I =
∫
dk−(
k− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
)(
p− − k− − (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
)
has poles at k−1 =
k2
⊥
+m2−iǫ
2k+
and at k−2 = p
− − (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+) . For k
+ < 0, both poles lie
above the real axis and for k+ > p+, both lie below it. Hence, on closing the contour on
the opposite side of the position of poles, both the ranges k+ > p+ and k+ < 0 provide no
contribution to the integral. For 0 < k+ < p+, k−1 lies below the real axis and k
−
2 lies above.
Closing the contour below, the value of this k−-integral is
I =
−2πi(
p− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
− (p⊥−k⊥)2+m2−iǫ
2(p+−k+)
)
and hence
ǫλµ(p)Π
µν
1 ǫ
λ′
ν (p) = 2e
2
∫
d2k⊥
(4π)3
∫ p+
0
dk+
k+(p+ − k+)
Tr[ǫ/λ(p)(k/on +m)ǫ/
λ′(p)(k/′on −m)]
p− − k−on − k′−on
(43)
Since the trace of three γ-matrices is zero, the numerator in Πµν2 (p) reduces to Tr[γ
µk/onγ
νγ+] =
Tr[γµγ+γνγ+k+on + γ
µγ−γνγ+k−on + γµγ⊥γνγ+k⊥on]. The third term in the trace makes
the integral odd in k⊥ and hence Π
µν
2 (p) further reduces to
Πµν2 (p) = ie
2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
k−onTr[γ
µγ+γνγ+] + k+onTr[γ
µγ−γνγ+]
2k+ 2(p+ − k+)(k− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
)
The first term of the numerator in the above integral provides no contribution to
ǫλµ(p)Π
µν
2 ǫ
λ
ν(p) since (γ
+)2 = 0, ǫ− = 0 and [γi, γ+] = 0. Thus,
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ǫλµ(p)Π
µν
2 ǫ
λ
ν(p) = ie
2
∫
d3k
(2π)4
ǫλµTr[γ
µγ−γνγ+]ǫλν
4(p+ − k+)
∫
dk−(
k− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
)
The numerator in the above integral, ǫλµTr[γ
µγ−γνγ+]ǫλν = 8. This result can be obtained
by choosing photon polarizations such that they satisfy the conditions ǫλµp
µ = 0, ǫλ
′
µ ǫ
λµ =
−δλ′λ and ǫλ− = 0, and using the anticommutation relations for γ-matrices and the properties
of the γ-matrices. As for the k−-integral, we again resort to the method of residues to
evaluate the corrsponding complex integral.∫
dk−(
k−−k
2
⊥
+m2−iǫ
2k+
) has poles at k−1 →∞ when k+ = 0 and at k−2 = k2⊥+m2−iǫ2k+ when k+ 6= 0. In
order to deal with the pole at infinity, we make the change of variable u = 1
k−
thus modifying
the integral to
∫ +∞
−∞
du
u
[
1−u
(
k2
⊥
+m2−iǫ
2k+
)] . The u-integral needs to be regulated and hence we
write 1
u
= 1
2
[
1
u+iδ
+ 1
u−iδ
]
leading to
∫
dk−(
k− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
) = 1
2
∫ +∞
−∞
du
(u+ iδ)
[
1− u(k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
)]+1
2
∫ +∞
−∞
du
(u− iδ)[1− u(k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
)]
In the above equation, the first u-integral has poles at u1 = −iδ and u2 = 2k+k2
⊥
+m2−iǫ . For
k+ < 0, the integral is zero since both poles lie below the real axis. For k+ > 0, u1 lies
below and u2 above the real axis. Closing the contour below gives the value of the integral
as −2πi. The other u-integral has poles at u1 = iδ and u2 = 2k+k2
⊥
+m2−iǫ . For k
+ > 0, both
poles lie above the real axis and the integral vanishes on closing the contour in the lower
half-plane. For k+ < 0, we close the contour in the upper half-plane as u1 lies above and u2
below the real line. The value of the integral is 2πi. Thus,
∫
dk−(
k− − k2⊥+m2−iǫ
2k+
) = −πiθ(k+) + πiθ(−k+)
Using the value of k−-integral obtained above, we get
ǫλµ(p)Π
µν
2 ǫ
λ
ν(p) = e
2
∫
d2k⊥
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
dk+
[
1
p+ − k+ −
1
p+ + k+
]
(44)
It can be inferred from the above calculations, on comparing Eqns.(35) and (43), and
Eqns.(36) and (44), that
(i) the regular diagram in LFTOPT is generated by the on-shell parts of both the fermion
propagators, and
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(ii) the additional (instantaneous) diagrams that contribute to the photon self-energy arises
from the off-shell part of fermion propagator and in this case the pole at infinity has to be
correctly taken into account.
V. FORM OF THE GAUGE BOSON PROPAGATOR
In the light-front gauge, two forms of the gauge boson propagator viz. dµν = −gµν +
nµkν+nνkµ
k+
and d′µν = −gµν + nµkν+nνkµk+ − nµnνk
2
(k+)2
have been used in the literature where
nµ = δµ+. This has been a source of confusion since quite some time. The third term
in d′µν has generally been dropped in actual calculations citing the reason that such terms
do not represent any propagating information and hence, dµν has effectively been used.
In a Hamiltonian perturbation theory, since all particles are on-shell, the third term of d′µν
becomes redundant as the gauge particle is massless. However, while establishing equivalence
between covariant and light-front QED, one needs to start with the full covariant expression
where the particles are not necessarily on-shell, and then integrate out the (LF) energy
component in order to arrive at the light-front expressions as is done in the preceding
sections. The correct form of the gauge boson propagator that needs to be considered is,
therefore, d′µν and not dµν . We have shown this explicitly in Sections II and III where the
diagrams involving instantaneous photon exchange in LFTOPT cannot be accounted for if
the two-term photon propagator is used instead of the correct one. It has also been noted
by Srivastava and Brodsky in Ref.[22] for the case of QCD that the doubly transverse gauge
propagator d′µν has only two propagating degrees of freedom and is therefore consistent
physically. Using the same procedure as followed by us [11] to prove equivalence between
the two approaches in question, it was claimed by Mantovani et al. in Ref.[17] that
(i) the two-term photon propagator should be used for the proof of equivalence and there is
no need of using the three-term propagator,
(ii) our proof of equivalence in Ref.[11] is not complete since dµν(k) is not evaluated in
Eq.(58) of Ref.[11] at the pole position,
(iii) proof of equivalence is achieved only for the + component in the case of vertex correction
in Ref.[11].
We refute the claims made in Ref.[17] thus:
(i) The necessity of the three-term propagator for the generation of instantaneous photon
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diagrams is evident in sections II and III. Authors in Ref.[17] claim to use the two-term
gauge propagator dµν(k). However, they split it into dµν(kon−shell) − nµnνk
2
(k+)2
, substitute in
one loop integral and perform the k−-integration to obtain the LF expressions. One should
note that performing the k−-integration over photon LF energy using the method of residues
is equivalent to replacing k by kon and therefore even if one starts with the three-term photon
propagator, one will end up with the same result. Thus the authors effectively use nothing
but the three-term doubly transverse gauge boson propagator.
(ii) dµν(k) in Eq.(58) of Ref.[11] is evaluated at the pole position i.e. at k
−
on only, since
k−-integration has already been performed and the residue is evaluated at the pole.
(iii) The proof of equivalence in the case of + component of vertex correction carries through
for its general component also, as has been explicitly shown in Section II and in Ref.[18].
Diagrams in Fig.2 do not contribute to the + component of vertex correction because of the
matrix structure and hence were not considered by Mustaki et al. in Ref.[8] and by us in
Ref.[11]. We have now improved our proof by considering it for a general component.
In the proof of vertex correction equivalence, the authors of Ref.[17] start with Fig.3 of
Ref.[17] and perform k−-integration taking the two-term photon propagator to arrive at the
LFTOPT result. However, the second diagram in that figure involves an instantaneous 4-
fermion vertex, which appears only after one uses the constraint equations to eliminate A−
from the Lagrangian - a procedure which does not leave the formalism covariant anymore.
As shown by Suzuki and Sales in Ref.[15], in Lagrangian formulation in equal time, the gauge
fixing condition n · A = 0 has to be handled by the method of Lagrange’s multiplier, which
amounts to adding an additional term in the Lagrangian that eventually leads to the third
term in the photon propagator. Mantovani et al. on the other hand, use the gauge fixing
term to eliminate the dependent degree of freedom from the Lagrangian thereby introducing
an instantaneous interaction term in the Lagrangian, in the same way as is done in the
Hamiltonian formulation. Our aim is to establish equivalence of ‘standard’ covariant equal
time formulation with LF formulation and therefore our proof stands valid, whereas the
proof presented by Mantovani et al. is between an equal time QED formulation which is
non-covariant from the beginning and LF (non-covariant) formulation.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have established equivalence between the covariant QED and light-front
time-ordered Hamiltonian QED at the level of one loop Feynman diagrams. To do so, start-
ing with the covariant expression for each one loop correction to the amplitude, we integrate
over the light-front energy in the loop using the method of residues and observe that the
results are equivalent to the expressions which are arrived at by LFTOPT while calculat-
ing the diagrams (both propagating and instantaneous) in the LF Hamiltonian formulation.
We have demonstrated for each of the one loop diagrams that on using the two-term pho-
ton propagator, the on-shell part of the fermion propagator in covariant theory leads to
the regular diagrams in LFTOPT whereas it is the off-shell part that corresponds to the
instantaneous fermion exchange diagrams. Moreover, for vertex correction and fermion self-
energy, the diagrams in LFTOPT containing instantaneous photons cannot be generated
without the third term in the gauge boson propagator, which in turn demands the necessity
of the three-term gauge field propagator if we are to establish the equivalence of the two
approaches.
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Appendix A: Basics and Conventions
The 4-vector xµ, in LF coordinates, has the components (x+, x−,x⊥) where
x+ = x
0+x3√
2
, x− = x
0−x3√
2
, x⊥ = (x1, x2).
We use the following metric tensor:
gαβ = g
αβ =


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1


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The following representation is used for the γ-matrices:
γ0 =

0 I
I 0

 , γk =

 0 −σk
σk 0

 , γ+ = γ0 + γ3√
2
, γ− =
γ0 − γ3√
2
(A1)
The γ-matrices satisfy
{γα, γβ} = 2gαβ
(γ+)2 = (γ−)2 = 0
(γ0)† = γ0
(γk)† = −γkfor k = 1, 2, 3
γ+γ−γ+ = 2γ+, γ−γ+γ− = 2γ−
γαγµγβdαβ(k) =
2
k+
(γ+kµ + g+µk/)
(A2)
The Dirac spinors satisfy the following properties:
u¯p,sup,s′ = −v¯p,svp,s′ = 2mδss′
u¯p,sγ
µup,s′ = −v¯p,sγµvp,s′ = 2pµδss′
(A3)
and the completeness relations
∑
s=±1/2
up,su¯p,s = p/ +m
∑
s=±1/2
vp,sv¯p,s = p/−m
(A4)
For photon polarizations, we choose
ǫ1µ =
(
p1
p+
, 0,−1, 0
)
, ǫ2µ =
(
p2
p+
, 0, 0,−1
)
(A5)
The null-plane Hamiltonian is
P− = H0 + V1 + V2 + V3
where in addition to the free Hamiltonian H0 and the standard three-point order-e interac-
tion
V1 = e
∫
d2x⊥dx
−ξγµξaµ, (A6)
there exist additional order-e2 non-local interactions
V2 = − i
4
e2
∫
d2x⊥dx
−dy−ǫ(x− − y−)(ξ¯akγk)(x)γ+(ajγjξ)(y) (A7)
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corresponding to an instantaneous fermion exchange and
V3 = −e
2
4
∫
d2x⊥dx
−dy−(ξ¯γ+ξ)(x)|x− − y−|(ξ¯γ+ξ)(y) (A8)
which corresponds to an instantaneous photon exchange.
Appendix B
1. LFTOPT Diagram Calculations for Vertex Correction
In this appendix, we present the details of the calculation of the expression for the diagram
of Fig.2(a). The transition amplitude that contributes to one loop correction arising from
Fig.2(a) is
T
(2a)
p,p′,q =
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1 1
p− −H0V2
∣∣∣p, s〉
=
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k′′⊥d
2k⊥d
2k′′1⊥d
2k1⊥
∫ ∞
0
dk′′+dk+dk′′+1 dk
+
1
∑
σ′′,λ,σ′′
1
,λ1
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉
〈
k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣ 1
p− −H0
∣∣∣k′′1 , σ′′1 ; k1, λ1; q, λ˜
〉 〈
k′′1 , σ
′′
1 ; k1, λ1; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣p, s〉
=
∫
d3k′′d3kd3k′′1d
3k1θ(k
′′+)θ(k+)θ(k′′+1 )θ(k
+
1 )
p− − k′′−1 − k−1 − q−
∑
σ′′,λ,σ′′
1
,λ1
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉
〈
k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣k′′1 , σ′′1 ; k1, λ1; q, λ˜
〉 〈
k′′1 , σ
′′
1 ; k1, λ1; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣p, s〉
=
∫
d3k′′d3kθ(k′′+)θ(k+)
p− − k′′− − k− − q−
∑
σ′′,λ
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉 〈k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣p, s〉
(B1)
where the orthonormality of states is used to arrive at the final step. Using Eqns.(A6)
and (A7), the matrix elements in the above expression for transition amplitude, on Fourier
expanding the fields, are:
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉 =e
∫
d2x⊥dx
−
∫ +∞
−∞
d2p1⊥d2p2⊥d2q1⊥
(2π)9/2
√
8
∫ ∞
0
dp+1 dp
+
2 dq
+
1√
p+1 p
+
2 q
+
1
∑
s1,s2,λ1〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣ [u¯p1,s1eip1·xb†p1,s1,x + v¯p1,s1e−ip1·xdp1,s1,x]γµ[
up2,s2e
−ip2·xbp2,s2,x + vp2,s2e
ip2·xd†p2,s2,x
]
ǫλ1µ (q1)
[e−iq1·xaq1,λ1,x + e
iq1·xa†q1,λ1,x]
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉
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where eip1·x = ei[p
+
1
x−−p1⊥·x⊥] etc.
Using
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣ b†p1,s1,xbp2,s2,xaq1,λ1,x
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉 = δ3(q1 − k)δλ1λδ3(p2 − k′′)δs2σ′′
δ3(p1 − p′)δs1s′
where δ3(q1 − k) = δ2(q1⊥ − k⊥)δ(q+1 − k+) etc.,
we obtain
〈
p′, s′; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V1
∣∣∣k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜〉 =e
∫
d2x⊥dx
−
∫ +∞
−∞
d3p1d
3p2d
3q1θ(p
+
1 )θ(p
+
2 )θ(q
+
1 )
(2π)9/2
√
8
√
p+1 p
+
2 q
+
1
∑
s1,s2,λ1
u¯p1,s1e
ip1·xγµup2,s2e
−ip2·xǫλ1µ (q1)e
−iq1·x
δ3(q1 − k)δλ1λδ3(p2 − k′′)δs2σ′′δ3(p1 − p′)δs1s′
=e
∫
d2x⊥dx−θ(p′+)θ(k′′+)θ(k+)
(2π)9/2
√
8
√
p′+k′′+k+
u¯p′,s′γ
µuk′′,σ′′ǫ
λ
µ(k)e
i(p′−k′′−k)·x
=
e
(2π)3/2
1√
8
1√
p′+k′′+k+
u¯p′,s′γ
µuk′′,σ′′ǫ
λ
µ(k)
δ3[k′′ − (p′ − k)]θ(p′+)θ(k′′+)θ(k+)
(B2)
Similarly,
〈
k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣p, s〉 =−ie2
4
∫
d2y⊥dy
−dz−ǫ(y− − z−)
∫ +∞
−∞
d2p3⊥d2p4⊥d2q2⊥d2q3⊥
(2π)6 4∫ ∞
0
dp+3 dp
+
4 dq
+
2 dq
+
3√
p+3 p
+
4 q
+
2 q
+
3
∑
s3,s4,λ2,λ3
〈
k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣ [u¯p3,s3eip3·yb†p3,s3,y+
v¯p3,s3e
−ip3·ydp3,s3,y
]
ǫλ2k (q2)[e
−iq2·yaq2,λ2,y + e
iq2·ya†q2,λ2,y]γ
kγ+γjǫλ3j (q3)[
e−iq3·zaq3,λ3,z + e
iq3·za†q3,λ3,z
][
up4,s4e
−ip4·zbp4,s4,z + vp4,s4e
ip4·zd†p4,s4,z
] |p, s〉
Again using
〈
k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣ b†p3,s3,ya†q2,λ2,ya†q3,λ3,zbp4,s4,z |p, s〉 = δ3(p4 − p)δs4sδ3(q3 − k)δλ3λ
δ3(q2 − q)δλ2λ˜δ3(p3 − k′′)δs3σ′′ ,
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we obtain
〈
k′′, σ′′; k, λ; q, λ˜
∣∣∣V2
∣∣∣p, s〉 =−ie2
4
∫
d2y⊥dy
−dz−
∫ +∞
−∞
d3p3d
3p4d
3q2d
3q3θ(p
+
3 )θ(p
+
4 )θ(q
+
2 )θ(q
+
3 )
(2π)6 4
√
p+3 p
+
4 q
+
2 q
+
3
ǫ(y− − z−)
∑
s3,s4,λ2,λ3
u¯p3,s3e
ip3·yǫλ2k (q2)e
iq2·yγkγ+γjǫλ3j (q3)e
iq3·zup4,s4e
−ip4·z
δ3(p4 − p)δs4sδ3(q3 − k)δλ3λδ3(q2 − q)δλ2λ˜δ3(p3 − k′′)δs3σ′′
=
−ie2
4
∫
d2y⊥dy−dz−θ(k′′+)θ(q+)θ(k+)θ(p+)
(2π)6 4
√
k′′+q+k+p+
ǫ(y− − z−)u¯k′′,σ′′eik′′·yǫλ˜k(q)
eiq·yγkγ+γjǫλj (k)e
ik·zup,se
−ip·z
=
−e2
8
∫
d2y⊥dy−θ(k′′+)θ(q+)θ(k+)θ(p+)
(2π)6
√
k′′+q+k+p+ (k+ − p+) u¯k′′,σ′′γ
kγ+γjup,s
ǫλj (k)ǫ
λ˜
k(q)e
i(k′′+q+k−p)·y
=
e2
(2π)3
1
8
θ(k′′+)θ(q+)θ(k+)θ(p+)√
k′′+q+k+p+ (p+ − k+) u¯k′′,σ′′γ
kγ+γjup,sǫ
λ
j (k)ǫ
λ˜
k(q)
δ3(k′′ + q + k− p)
(B3)
where the identity
∫
dz−f(z−)ǫ(y− − z−) = 2
∂−
f(y) is used for arriving at the above result.
Substituting Eqns.(B2) and (B3) in Eq.(B1), we get,
T
(2a)
p,p′,q =e
3λ
∫
d3k′′d3kθ(k′′+)θ(k+)θ(p+)θ(p′+)θ(q+)
(4π)3k+k′′+(p+ − k+)
∑
σ′′,λ
u¯p′,s′γ
µuk′′,σ′′ u¯k′′,σ′′γ
kγ+γjup,s
(p− − k′′− − k− − q−)
ǫλµ(k)ǫ
λ
j (k)ǫ
λ˜
k(q)δ
3(p′ − k− k′′)δ3(k′′ + q + k− p)
where λ = 1
(2π)3/2
√
2p+
√
2p′+
√
2q+
.
Using the completeness relations
∑
s=±1/2
up,su¯p,s = p/ +m
and ∑
λ=1,2
ǫλµ(p)ǫ
λ
ν(p) = dµν(p) = −gµν +
δµ+pν + δν+pµ
p+
and performing the k′′-integral using the delta functions, the amplitude for the diagram in
Fig.2(a) reduces to Eq.(7).
A similar calculation leads to Eq.(8) for the amplitude of Fig.2(b).
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2. Calculation of numerators of T
(2a)
p,p′,q and T
(2b)
p,p′,q
Here we present the steps used for simplifying the numerator of Eqns.(7) and (8) to obtain
Eqns.(9) and (11) respectively.
First we observe that since (γ+)2 = 0, and ǫ− = 0, the ‘+’ and ‘-’ components of µ do not
contribute.
Next we consider
γα(k/′′ +m)γµγ+γβdαβ(k)ǫ
λ˜
µ(q)
=γα(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γβdαβ(k)ǫ
λ˜
k(q)
=[γα(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γ−dα−(k) + γ
α(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γjdαj(k)]ǫ
λ˜
k(q)
Now,
γα(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γ−dα−(k) =γ
α(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γ−
[
− gα− + δα+k− + δ−+kα
k+
]
=− γ+(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γ− + γ+(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γ−
(
k−
k+
)
= 0
Therefore,
γα(k/′′ +m)γµγ+γβdαβ(k)ǫ
λ˜
µ(q) = γ
α(k/′′ +m)γkγ+γjdαj(k)ǫ
λ˜
k(q) (B4)
Similarly,
γαγ+γµ(k/′ +m)γβdαβ(k)ǫ
λ˜
µ(q)
=γαγ+γj(k/′ +m)γβdαβ(k)ǫ
λ˜
j (q)
=[γ−γ+γj(k/′ +m)γβd−β(k) + γ
kγ+γj(k/′ +m)γβdkβ(k)]ǫ
λ˜
j (q)
Using
γ−γ+γj(k/′ +m)γβd−β(k) =γ
−γ+γj(k/′ +m)γβ
[
− g−β + δ−+kβ + δβ+k−
k+
]
=− γ−γ+γj(k/′ +m)γ+ + γ−γ+γj(k/′ +m)γ+
(
k−
k+
)
= 0
we obtain
γαγ+γµ(k/′ +m)γβdαβ(k)ǫ
λ˜
µ(q) = γ
kγ+γj(k/′ +m)γβdkβ(k)ǫ
λ˜
j (q) (B5)
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